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        Bottle Prep

                    A 30 minute wait isn’t good enough, is it?

                There’s nothing worse than juggling baby formula and a hot kettle...
...while trying to keep your little one happy when all they want is their food! 
Add trying to do that in the middle of the night, and you’ve got a nightmare.
Waiting 30 minutes for the kettle to cool down is no longer an option, that’s why we’ve created a range of bottle preparators just for you.
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            Take a little time back
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                Instructions on how to prepare formula are often lengthy and confusing, as if caring for a baby isn’t hard enough.


As well as trying to figure out how to manually prepare formula, you then have to complete the long list of step-by-step instructions, which includes waiting half an hour for the kettle to cool, cooling the bottle down with cold water and testing that it’s the correct temperature yourself.


We’ve said it before and we’ll say it again: 2 minutes. Perfect Prep has your feed ready in just 2 minutes. Fully prepared, perfect volume & perfect temperature.


Now all you need to think about is what you’ll do with your spare time?


(Personally, we’d go for sleep)
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                            Bottle preparators for every ocassion...

                
            No matter the the time or the place, we’ve got you covered
our bottle prep quickly makes bottles that are clean, warm and appealing to baby, our prep machines not only save you time and energy, but also give you extra peace of mind.
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            Perfect Prep™ Machine

            
                Make preparing bottles quicker and more accurate, Perfect Prep™ gives you the extra peace of mind that comes from knowing your baby's bottle will be perfect every time..

            

            Find out more
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            Multiwarm Intuitive Milk Warmer

            
                Warm breastmilk, formula and baby food quickly and gently with multiple settings to warm various feeds. 

            

            FIND OUT MORE
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            Perfect Prep™ Machine

            When your baby is hungry you need a bottle fast! With the Perfect Prep Day & Night machine, there’s no more waiting around for the kettle to boil and for the water to cool. This dream machine delivers a fresh formula feed at body temperature in just two minutes! That’s 10x faster than using a kettle!
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            Multiwarm Intuitive Milk Warmer

            It’s not surprising that babies prefer their feeds at body temperature because that’s what feels most natural to them. The Tommee Tippee Multiwarm Electric Bottle and Food Pouch Warmer allows you to warm your baby’s feed to the perfect temperature in as little as 4 minutes*. Equipped with multiple settings, you can warm various feeds based on the type of container, starting temperature and volume. ...
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